SECOND LIFE SUPPLIES

This is a unique way to honor the memory of a loved one while at the same time offering meaningful help to those around the world who are in dire need of medical supplies.

The following items are accepted:

- Pill Organizers
- Thermometer (no mercury)
- Stethoscope
- Nebulizer
- Bed Pan (New)
- Urinal (New)
- Glucometers, Lancets and Test Strips
- Empty Pill Bottles
- Wheelchairs
- Canes, Walkers, Crutches
- Hospital bed and Mattress (with crank as back up)
- Reachers/Grabbers
- Sock Aids
- Magnifier Glasses
- Reading Glasses
- Medical Supplies that are not expired AND opened cases/bags are accepted (Wound Care, IV Supplies, Dressings, Adult Diapers, Under Pads etc.)

For larger donations and private residence pickups (New York Metro Area Only) please email felicia.culotta@afyafoundation.org